Extensions - Task #3232
Add link to extension in the thumbnails
2020-06-02 16:34 - Olivier Hallot

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Christian Lohmaier
Category:
Target version: Q2/2020

Start date:
Due date:
% Done:
0%

Description
After selecting a tag, the list of extensions shows.

For example, https://extensions.libreoffice.org/?Tags%5B%5D=53

To get to the extension page we want, we need to click on the extension title.

Please make the extension thumbnail do the same.

(sorry for closing inadvertently #3230, no way found to revert mistake)

History
#1 - 2020-06-08 13:07 - Heiko Tietze
- Assignee set to Christian Lohmaier

Agreed, click on thumbnail should work as well. Not limited to filtered list

#2 - 2020-06-26 11:18 - Christian Lohmaier
- Target version set to Q2/2020

plan to deploy this WE or early next week.

#3 - 2020-07-07 10:29 - Christian Lohmaier
- Status changed from New to Closed

done